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H&s- Faculty-Hear Baker's Stand A.A.U.P. R_EVIVED 
f, 
~ Ted Baker, Dean of the School. t Schqol_ of Humanities_ and One question tried to 
f: Sciences,. stood before a crowd establish the basis of a rumour, 
r,' of his faculty yesterday in Tl 03, aksing, "Is it true that a member 
y- answering pointed questions of the Sociology· department 
:~ covering a broad range,of topics. -received a $2,000 raise for this 
( ·, The questions concerned year? If so, on what basis?" · 
:~ differences in salaries, hiring of Dean Baker replied that the 
,: Dean's assistants, programs, and maximum raise in the Sociology 
Another question concerning 
academic advising prompted· the 
Dean to say he felt "the 
academic ad~ising and 
counseling offered by my staff is 
good, t°"but inadequate as 
compared with the number of 
students." 
With regard to the question of 
insufficient classroom space, he 
stated the we have sufficient 
spac~ so long as faculty members 
agree to teach beyond the hours 
of · 9-3, arid students agree to 
take courses beyond those 
hours. 
List Unfinished 
The remainder of the 
questions will be discussed at the 
November 7 meeting. They 
involve the disspelling of rumors, 
a plan for the possible evaluation 
'of the Dean in the future, 
programs, expenses, the tenure 
report by the Tenure Study t, view of, Mr. Baker himself, with departme;nt"this year was slightly 
r:J regard to the running of, the over $500. co11tinued 011 page 2 
~ . . ' 
~ Congress Stops Parties 
> d 
r,,i 
,:i By Barbara Sheldon 
·~, 
·.:i At Tuesday evening?s Student 
· 'jC ongress meeting, approval o{ 
,:_,the 1973-74 proposed _budget 
.,jwas ·critically challenged, As a 
:~result, alftcampus funds available 
ho dorms and' clubs will remain 
/ frozen this· week._ T.liis probably ,.. 
;' means that there will be no 
F· parties in the Terraces and the 
,1' Towers- as scheduled this week 
f:. due to lack of funds. 
~ Don Senderowitz, chairman 
~: of the . Congress Budget 
I: Committee, /' presented the 
representatives with the list of--
preposed allocations. Questions 
were immediately .raised 
conceiving those funds 
1designated to the Cayugan and 
,; 
' 
the Senior cfass. Most adamant 
in opposition · to the budget as 
presented was Garret Toohey, an 
off-campus representative to 
Congress. Garrett denies the 
interlocking baJancing of 
allocation of funds, and feels 
that each account should be 
decided independently of all 
others. 
Two members of Student 
Congress who served on the 
Buoget Committee defended the 
proposed budget. Committee 
meetings such --as the budget 
committee's are open meetings 
as Don Senderowitz has 
announced. If students .are not 
satisfied . with budget allocations 
-thef · should attend these 
meetings to discuss the 
appropriations. 
The primary reason the 
Budget Committee was 
established in Congress was to 
avoid such discussions as 
occurred at Tuesday's meeting. 
The Student Congress voted to· 
postpone approval of the budget 
until interested representatives 
have had the opportunity to -
review· the -records of the Budget 
Committee. Dave Knowlton 
Co-ordinator of Campus Affairs, 
encouraged the members of 
Congress in this effort. He 
expressed res~ntment at the 
mis-allocation of · funds by 
Student Congress last year. 
Dorms and clubs will now 
have to wait until such time as 
the budget is approved· for funds 
continued on page 7 
In the _ spring of 1972, the 
Ithaca College chapter of the 
American Association of 
.. University Professors (AAUP) 
passed away,_a casualty of what 
seemed to have been a lack of 
faculty interest, participation, 
and direction. Now a drive to 
restore the A.A.U.P. on the J.C. 
campus is being led by English 
Professor Ashur Baizer. 
'Sensing a widespre_ad faculty 
desire and need for the chapter, 
Mr. Baizer last week bega11 an 
attempt to reorganize the AA UP 
on campus. This last Wednesday 
afternoon an estimated· 60 
faculty members met to 
determine if an AA UP Chapter 
was needed at Ithaca College, 
This was, according to Baizer, 
"one of the largest meetings of 
:faculty members" he h'ad eveF 
seen. Baizer has been a I 5-year 
member of the AAUP and served 
in every post, including 
president, of the Ithaca College 
chapter. 
The first order of business was 
to elect a temporary President 
and Secretary-Treasurer. 
Professor Baizer was elected as 
temporary President and· History 
Professor Paul McBride was 
elected temporary 
Secretary-Treasurer. At the 
meeting the faculty m~mbers 
present voted to retain !he 
By-Laws used by the AAUP 
chapter wh1ch went out of 
'!xistence in spring of 1972. 
After this~ formality was 
established nominations were 
accepted for permanent 
President. Professor Ba~zer was 
nominated, as was Chemistry 
Professor Heinz Koch. A 
permanent Vice President and 
Secretary-Treasurer will be 
elected in the near future. 
No Flame 
Heinz Koch does not claim to 
be a "flaming organizer", but 
Dillingham Center to ·be _D.,dicated _Sunday 
construction program 
culminated in a move from the 
center of the city, the number of 
academic programs dvubled and 
enrollment nearly tripled. 
The Dillingham Center for the 
Performing Arts at Ithaca 
Colleg_e will be officially 
dedicated -at special ceremonies 
this Sunday - evening. The 
structure on South Hill Campus, 
housing', "the ·Dra!lla-Speech. 
Department 1!-nd· School . of 
communications, has b~en 
named by the Boai:d of Trustees 
·n honor_of President Emeritus, 
How-ard Dillingham, in 
recognition of his contributions 
to-Ithaca College:·· . 
·· Th~ Board; .at its Fall meeti11g 
on · Oct. 19, noted that Dr, 
Dillingham · as Pres_ident had 
guided the s·choQ!'-through the-
Dr. Dillingham retired in I 970 
and was succeeded by the 
current President, Ellis L. 
Phillips, Jr. He now lives in 
Myers with his wife Dorothy, 
i > noted lacal artist. . ·- r Commencing at 7 :45 p.m., the , .· dedication ceremonies are bemg held in conjunction with the -4i. annual Fall dinner and theatre 
· party given by the Friends of 
I 960's "in its transfor'mation -
from . a: snialf cqllege wit~ : , that the Board·. is for the 
et:owded, .:Obsole~cen~. facilities, honor:. Dr. ~illingh;i-m's.. 
. into· . a l_arge ~.nd, _b_r9adly ac.h1e\r~ments .. by- the designa~i9J!.-:, as College's 
~v~rsifi~d college,µia~f~ce~tly-. 5:>f:i1."bµi]4ing which· uespe_c:ially.: fou_rt~ _pre~dent. in ._195?, ·Dr.'·-
ho~~,. :-on~ ·:_a :,;,bea~t1ful, -ne\lf ~m~O:die~ ,. the·· creative ~r)p~it .. ,.,D~ingham .. ~seived as· its· chief ,_ 
·-~~P.~/\ -.'S :.';·.:J ·;",, · ,' ·'·' ~.> · . .. ,. iwhicb <.be"~br911ght. -.to . cani.)11.ia :-- . .a d-ministrar9r. fo'-, I 3. -years. · 
·;:-b~--- ~~-;"-~~~sf,(ted, .. ·,~i.il-liin.~f}:::-:'":a:S.' "the\,--:ikiwarcf ~- .Di.iimr; 1Jis t_en~'an ·extensivi, 
,~4:,;/;·~~>~.~c_~ ~f[':_~-ut~~~·:--..::-•·:-. r~'.(!";,·."', ':.. ,· .~.;:~ .... ~i:-.::1 .... f)._~_~:ftf:J.']i.~·=r.~-~h·~ :1,C ... ~~ .• .'.·1.;·'\'•·,:- ·.·., · ;·· .. -~ . · -•, 
Ithaca College to permit 
· members of the area community 
as : well as of the- College to 
participate. Speakers will include 
President of the t'riends, Elmer 
D. Robinson; College President 
Ell~ L. Phillips, Jr.'; and the Vice 
Chairman · of '· the ~oard nf 
Trustees, John P.E. Brown. 
. '•. 
contiru,ed on PQJie ~ 
Ashur Baizer 
· would be glad to serve "if the 
people want him". He ~ 
characterized faculty attendance !,, 
. . i.~ ..at· the meeting as a "lair !;;l 
turnout". but is as .yet unsure !:.l 
whether or not the present level ~;1, 
of faculty interest really is "" 
demanding a renewal of the l.l'. H 
AAUP. "So far I haven't heard ;·1 any faculty rumblin°s screaming 
.,. :·i:.::. 
for an AAUP, hut perhaps there 
is a large majority out there that 
docs want it." He feels faculty 
interest can only be determined I 
COll(lllUl!cl 011 p11.J,!l' 3 • 
r,.> 
.Mieczlcowslci- ;~.:,· 
Committee ~ 
Established 
Walter Wiggins, attorney for ~ 
the College in the case of I 
Professor Mieczkowski,! 
confirmed la~t night that th_e 
Hearing Committee reviewing 
the affair on November 5 has 
been established. 
In a telephone interview at 
midnight last night, Mr. Wiggins 
stated that the following people 
will he members of the 
Committee: c;eorgc 
Hildebrand, an economics 
professor at Cornell, Frank 
Darrow, the Provost of Ithaca 
College, Ernest Warren from the 
Cornell Law School, George 
Dnscoll, a former American 
Association of University ' 
Professors chapter presitlent at 
Ithaca College, and E.W. 
Terwilliger. an Ithaca College 
l£nglish professor. 
The decision concerning these 
men was made at approximately 
3:00 Wednesday afte'l"noon, 
according to Mr. Wiggins. The 
"decision was a mutual agreement 
between Mr. Wiggins and Mr. 
Buyoucos, the attowey for Mr. 
Mieczkowski. 
Another development in this 
case occurred at the H & ·s 
Faculty Co.uncil meeting on -
October 17. Chairman of the 
council Professor Shirley 
Hockett,. announced President 
Phillips' ·decision to restore Mr. 
Mieczkowski's salary until after 
the deliberatfons of the. He,aring 
Committee. · The Council 
members present unanimously 
expressed their support of_h_ 
de~ision . 
~. . . 
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around· the .nation 
Washinton The United States House of 
Representatives 1s looking very seriously into the 
impeachment of President Richard Nixon, 
following his latest Watergate-related actions; the 
firing of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox, and 
the shake-up of the Department of Justice' 
including, the resignation of Attorney General 
Elliot Richardson and the firing , of Deputy 
Attorney General William Ruckelshaus. The 
President, after an unprecedented show of 
dissatisfaction by the American people, has agreed 
to turn over to Judge John Smca nine of the 
Watergate tapes. The talk of his impeachment or 
resignation has not diminished. Many Congressmen 
have calletl for N1xons' resignation and if not 
tendered, his impeachment. This thought has been 
echoed hy the AFL - CIO. which backed Nixon in 
the 1972 election. Deam from sixteen major law 
,chools throughout the country hdve. asked 
Congress to con,1der impeachment. Most every 
major newspaper in the country has criticized the 
President for his actiom, and many have also 
sought his rcs1gnat1on or impeachment. 
The confirmation hearings of Vice-President 
designate (;craltl Ford, who 1s now in the position 
of possibly being pole-vaulted into the Presidency, 
have hecn tlelayetl. · 
Detroit - 1'11c 185,000 workers for Forti Motor 
Company will go on ,tnke Friday ii an agreement' 
to a new contract can not he reached by Ford anti 
the United Auto Workers hefore midnight 
l"hurstla y. 
Oakland - l.ed hy MVP Reggie Jackson. the 
Oakland /\ ·~ ddec1ted thc New York Mets in the 
I '17 J World Sene,. The /\ ·, won the seven game 
,enes to cc1pture their second consecutive baseball, 
championship. Possibly more ~1gnificanl than the 
outcome. was the I.Jct that the serie, m.Jrketl the 
entl of l hc career of Willie May,. 
around the worlcl 
Middle-East - /\ ct·a,e-t1re 111 the Middle-bst war 
\~a, accepted hy both Israel and r.gypt to have 
taken effect b,l Monday. ·1 he agreement, called 
tor a slop 111 the f1ghtmg. It negol1ated by Dr. 
llenry K1s,mgcr. and Soviet Communi~t Party 
('h1ct Leomd Bre1.hnl'v. The cease-fire was quickly 
,1dopll'd by the Un11ed Nations Sccunty Council. 
I'11c scttlcmenl was only a truce. an agreement to 
,top the.: t1ght111g, l1<lWL'VL'r 11 will act as an 
inv1lat1on to begm nt'gt1l1Jt1ons between Israel and 
l·gypl conn·rn1ng land 0L·cup1cd by Israel since the 
l'!C,7 wa1. 
In lieu of lhL· L·c.:a,L·-1,rL'. tull-,cak wa1, has 
continued al:ing lhc Sul"/ Canal front. ·r here has· 
hcen rc.:porlcd he,1vy.f1ghl1ng during the first two 
day, of l hL' ceaSL'-1 Jl"l", 
Stockholm - LL' l>uL· 1'110. lhL' negol1alor ot North 
Vil'lnam who last wl'ek wa, awarded the Nohel 
PcaCL' l'n,e ha, t11rnL·d down lhL' honor saying that 
"peace has not YL'I really hccn i.•stahhshed 111 South 
\ 1ctna111." Tlus past wed; the.: Nohel Pri1es have 
hcL·n awarded to: Ru~sian \Vassily Leontietl. now a 
llurvard profe:o;i;or. for his work in economics: 
Patnck White. an Australian novehsl won the 
Nohcl L1teraturL0 l'rw:: the.: Nohel Physics Prize 
will hL' _~hurcd hy Dr. Ivar (;i;1ven. Dr. Leo Esuki. 
and Dr. !Jnan JosL·phson. In d1emistry the Nobel 
Pnt.l' got·, to l'rnst Ot lo hschcr and (;oeffrcy 
Williamson: and lilt· trio of Konrad Lorenz. Karl 
von l'risd,. and Nikolas l"inhergcr huve jointly 
bccn awardc.:d thl' Nohl."I Prizc for Medil'ii'lt' und 
Phy~wltigy. Tht' cash vailuc of thc ,.award is 
cstmwlL'd at ont· hundred twenty-two thousund 
dollar, 
Santiago - A1dcd by u llmtcd Nations sponsorcd 
relief progrum. St'Vt'nty polit1cul refugccs huve h_~cn 
fll;wn to Swt'den from Chile. They ure the llrst 
group of polit1L·al t'Xtlcs that have been givei1 safe, 
passagc out - of the country. Another sixteen 
hundred have reL·eivL·ti pa,ses to leave undl."r the 
program within the next t'i:'w weeks. while as many 
as ten thousand rcfugees ha'vc sought asylum. 
By Paul Stern 
_Pres. Phillips 
1alks Money·:_ 
By Karen Sperling 
Money was. the major topic of 
conversation at President 
Phi Iii p's pres,s conference 
yesterday following the October 
I 9th Board of Trustees 
m cc ting- concei;ning recent 
endowments to the College. 
Acceptance of two grants to 
the College was announced by 
President Phillip's after their 
authorization by the Board of 
Trustees .. One will establish a 
·Getting 
Norm.an 
Mailered 
Norman Mailer has been 
ph1lo,ophi7ing his way into. if 
not the hearts, the mmds of 
America for 20 years now. and 
ruesday evening lthaca rollege 
got a taste of what he's all 
about. Delivcnng a lecture 
entitled. "Thc Poem, the Novt'l, 
the New Journalh,m. and 
Journalism: Their Comparative 
Existentialism, and Their 
Relationship to Espionage," 
Maller began with a poem and 
ended with a dirty jo"kc. 
Since the New York mayoral 
contest in which he ran has long 
been over, and there hasn't been 
an anti-Mailer feminist uprising 
recently·, why exactly was 
Norman -Mailer on the IC 
campus'? One reason was to 
spread the word about his new 
idea-"the 5th Estate",-· which, 
very basically, would be an 
amateur CIA. The other reason 
'seemed to be on a larger scale 
and of greater ultimate 
i m par lance-entertainment. 
Mailer's stance on stage has 
bcl."n equalled at different times, 
to a prize fighter and a. drawn 
bow. With right hand pockl!ted, 
the left was used in expressive 
gesture. continually· underlying 
his punctuated speech .. 
Panning Ameril!an society, 
Mailer's d1scussion concerned 
politics and authorship. Mailer 
revealed amazement at Richara 
Ni'xon. after having watched him 
fo'r years he still could be totally 
unpredictable. · 
This brought Mailer to a 
.discussion on. Journalis·m, 
mcluding a statement that I·~-- .... • 
· BAI<ER 
/ 
Charles A. Dana· Pl'o.fess~rship: 
· · Program an_q t~e1 ·other __ pr<;>vides, funds for· th~ c~nstruction of a.· 
chapel on campus.: 
The $250,000 grant· by the · 
Dana Foundation is a means for 
s u p p I e m e n t in g -, D a n a 
Professorship faculty salaries, . 
The Colli;ge is requi~ed to match 
the ·funds over, a three year 
period and the program 
"provides substantial assistance 
for promoting excellence in 
teaching and research at Ithaca 
College." 
The secon_.d grant, also 
totalling $25'0,000, will go 
towards constructing a chapel on 
campus. Herman Muller Junior,. 
a 1951 alumnus of the college' 
and a member of the Board of 
Trustees, is donating the sum in 
memory of his father, ·Herman 
Muller Senior. The older Muller 
who was chairman of the Board 
of Trustees. and namesake for 
Muller Faculty Building. He a,nd 
his wife died in an auto accident 
on October 23, · 1965, while 
returning to New York City 
from a college convocation. The 
chapel, or in the words of Gus 
Perialas, the "spiritual center," 
will be for anyone ·according to 
President Phillips "to explore 
the spiritual side of 
life ... essentially an individual, 
quiet area, which we don't have 
much of on this campus." 
Tuition, room an_d board are 
to increase next . year and the 
President sees the raise as · one 
"only to the person who pays." 
In explanation he continued, 
"We'll have to work very hard to 
journalists could not, '\report a 
complex sentence acc·urately." 
He claimed that the press has 
been waging a war against him 
for 20 years, which only has 
succeeded in ~aking him 
prosperous. 
At one point Mailer related 
the grueling story of his recent 
50th birthday party at which he 
totally lost at an exp·eriment. He 
hoped to raise money for his 
"Peoples' CIA" by attracting d 
crowd at $50 a couple, keeping 
secret the purpose of the party. 
The atmosphere was wrong, the 
timing , inaccurate, and the 
surprise, and the party 1tse1t Just 
didn't make it. In hopes of 
saving face, Mailer told .. a dirty 
joke which backfired, sending 
one third of the audience to the 
exits. At the. end of his lecture, 
Mailer revealed the joke\ whi.ch 
was well accepted by the IC 
crowd. 
Following the presentation, 
Mailer had a reception .. in the 
. \• . ...._ 
.i.9: .. 
1HI GOIHil CILLAR 
L'VII ri1111ed j're1111 page I 
· Other Business 
proviae. "Mr. Uieczkowski:5 
la,wyer with a bill !)f particul~s 
so 'in order that he may have 
adequate opport~nity to prepare 
the case for the defense." 
In other business conducted Professor Terwil)iger's 
(iHE UN,,_IOUND . . 
5'011SWIAR OUUf) 
' geared to the dudenu' pr>C'ketbook 
at the meetmg. four ,notions motion., second -_.und~r 
eonsideration, wout'd make the 
became mail out votes for. theJr administration ·aware that the H 
. respons'e from t)le H & S 'faculty. & S · faculty approve the ll & S 
The . first motion on the 
' f a \: U I t y c· 0 U n C i l agenda ,proposed by Andrew . . , , ,, 
:·-,. , .. ··,.·:· .. ''I<·-; -. ... . . ··~· • ,, . ·- --.. -
continue: th.:: t;,peration tt:>,at we 
now have within·the ·amou·nt of 
moriey that will be ·avail~ie." 
He further stated that the raise 
would go for presently known · 
. costs of operation and not, "for 
anything that might not be 
considered an improvement." 
Money expei1u~.ure. was 
~eveal~d in the""pr'oposals for a 
"Stuae'nt-Faculty Center." on 
campus. A proposed $2,000,000 
project, the center would be an 
expansion of the present library, 
the cost comprising a· 2 floor 
addition to the present building 
along with the renovation of the 
ground floor. The President sees 
this center as an important part 
of the learning experience on 
this campus. 
Also discussed was. the 
approval of one name change of 
the Division of Communications 
to the School of 
Communications, the new dean 
is Dr. John Keshishoglou. 
Presiderµ Phillips sees 
"advantages both internally and _ 
externally'; ' in the name • 
transformation. Concurrent with 
the name change a Master's 
degree program was announced 
to be instituted in the fall of 
1974, pe~ding approval by the 
State Education Department. 
The President sees the Master's 
program as "helping the 
undergraduate program" as it 
will create new resources within 
the school. However, Mr. Phillips 
noted that the establishment of 
the Master's offering will not 
en tail ". new professors or 
faculties: only students. 
photo by george 
Union's Crossroads. Questions 
mainly concerned Mailer's 
"novel biography" Marilyn. It 
was only at this point that 
Mailer even bordered on Male 
Chauvinism in relating a sexual 
story about Marilyn, he 
compared her desires to being as 
_strong as a man's, which got a 
gro,iln from the audience, and a, 
"I watch what I say now but I -
keep slipping," from Mailer. 
«xnnn u arr 
u u -
acceptable by the AAUP he 
followed to the letter." 
A third motion, worded by 
Robert Kurlander, urged '.'that 
the Hearing Board on th'e 
Mieczkowski case be constituted 
as quickly as possible." 
John · Ryan's l}lotion 
concerned the constitution of 
·, the ·-Hearing Committee. "In 
·. light· of the ·circumstances wtiu:n 
attach to the outcomi: of an 
election for· AAUP chapter 
president (known to all, I 
presume). Be it resolved that: 
--~ 
~.:, . 
None of those elected serve as 
hearing officer· in the 
forthcoming disposition of the 
Mieczkciw~ki case." 
,. · Censorsbi.p? 
;_:/ 
t1· 
f1 
.,.: f} 
Qi 
~ 
.... 
' h ~¾ Foll0wing the ,.-meeting bot ;:i,~ 
down the· stain- COSENTINl'S ·l ~O ~- State Ezergailis. was that the H & S . re_,commendat~on ~f f ebi:u?ry faculty· urge the admini!'tration. 1-, 197_3. Tg!~ r~<:_qm_~-~11~1'~!~!1 ... 
-.i .':"to-_ '.'·instruct :;-.Mr~-\·W.iggins, }o;·E)~anted t,he1 • pro~'!l'es.~ee~ea 
Professor Hockett and Dean ~ ... 
Baker were asked._in a telephone ~ 
interview with The _Ithacan, "Do i 
you· think it is proper fqr the ·/] 
administration __ to_..censor T.he., .. +· 
Ithacan or-- to -tell ~the_ .. pJiitots"". · 
. ~.,.. - . . .. ' .... ' - •: ~ ·.. . 
. ,;...: 
,, ' ... -.. ",,:·'"':) I• •j.' ,,' ', 
·cd;,·11nu.ed'(~m Previ,~~ Page 
. ·what· ~e pape·r should print'f 
"l certainly dQ nqt,"~replied· 
Shirley Hockett. - . 
"I don't think it's at all 
· prop'er to attempt to cesor _The 
Ithacan,"· answerecJ Dea11 Baker. 
B1,1t he does feel tt is right of any 
faculty or administrative 
member · to indicate their 
- concerns over bias in the paper, 
or .inaccuracies that might occur. 
, At the· same time, it is certainly · 
alright to suggest possible 
worthwhile stories, as Dean 
Baker himself has done in the 
past. 
Chairman of tire meeting, 
Professor Shirley Hockett, felt 
the Dean handled the questions 
calmly, and that "his. r,esponse~ 
were fairly w.ell received." 
Dean Baker is looking forward 
to the coming meeting when he 
can "get a scent of some more 
views of the faculty." To sum up 
Wednesday's meeting, Mr. Baker 
said, · "I feel · extremely 
enthusiastic about the potential 
at 1c; for enhancing the 
educational processes so 
students can have a fine learning 
experience." 
- Dean Baker had a tape 
recorder with him, but only 
allowed his answers to be taped, 
and not the questions or the 
discussions. He explains the 
reasons for his selective taping; 
"Some of the questions were of 
a sensitive nature. The ground 
rules for the questions were that 
they come in anonymously, and 
I felt the faculty shouldn't have 
been concerned with the exact 
way th_ey expressed things." In 
addition, the voices could be 
identified on tape and therefore 
the impromptu queries would 
npt ~e anonymous. 
. -A.A.U.P. 
canillti,ed from page. 1 
by the results, and degree, of. 
ballot£ cast _in the presidential 
· race. 
- Every member of· the Ithaca 
College faculty has been mailed 
· :· ii" ballot but o·nly ballots of those 
faculty members wlio pay or 
.have paid ,the local chapter dues 
will be counted. This is why 
Koch feels faculty response to 
the ballots will be. determinant 
_of.faculty concern. 
Stepchild of· Adversity 
Temporary 
Secretary-Treasurer ' McBride 
feels the faculty has already 
displayed an "enthusiastic" 
response to the proposal; He is 
"happy t.o see" the revival of the 
AAUP on campus, since he sees· 
many immediate items needing 
AAUP attention, such as Ithaca 
College faculty Tenure· Report, 
an_d the controversial dismissal' 
of economics professor Bogdan 
Mieczkowski. 
He felt these two concerns 
had "joltingly surprised"·the LC. 
faculty, making them begin to 
rea4ze the importance of an 
AAUP chapter. The new AAUP 
chapter is. "born a step-child of 
adversity on the horizon", 
McBride said. 
Professor ijaizer personally 
believes that a college always 
needs an AA UP chapter 
"primarily to defend academic 
freedom and tenure" and "to 
defend (the faculty's) higher 
interests". He feels there are 
- ''certain basic, traditional 
functions" of the AAUP which 
the faculty need, but McBride· 
says it is "not even clear whether 
or not the AAUP will be the 
necessary remedy for faculty 
_problems and questions" 
~ _. ,-..uu:e.....-.wn:en .-..ene .,,.,,....,....... ... 
Heard On The Hill 
By Peter Burbank 
· The market started out poorly 
in the beginning of the week 
(Oct. I 5-19) due to a statement 
by Arthur F. Burns, the Federal 
Reserve Board Chairman. Burns 
stated, "the Fed's monetary 
polici~s haven't undergone any 
significant ·-changes in recent 
weeks." Thus hopes of a 
loosening of tight credit policy 
were temporarily dampened. 
The .market responded to this 
news by closing down 11.59 
points. 
Recently analysts have noted 
that Avon Products officers and 
directors have sold $1 O million 
o( Avon stock in the last eight 
months. As a result, others ha·,e 
followed suit and sold. Avon 
reached a. 1973.high 9f i40 in 
March but fell to 88 on Friday, 
Oct. 19.. Disappointment in 
Avon's growth rate· may have 
caused large insides selling. 
Polaroid stock dropped 14 
points on Friday, Oct. 19 due to 
-concern about larger than 
expected research costs and 
problems in trying to work out 
"bugs" in its new SX-70 ~amera. 
--Polaroid is planning much 
· of its future · on the SX-70 
which is quite evident by its 
advertising campaign. At this 
time, this editor feels that the 
SX-70 camera will sell and 
perform well, mak.ing Polaroid 
an excellent purchase 
opportunity. 
/ 
Telex Again 
I.B.M. and Telex are back in 
the news. Telex claims that it 
fares bankruptcy if the court 
decision J<? defer decision on the_ 
size ·of anti-trust damages by 
l.B.M. -to Telex is allowed to 
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I DlLUNGHAM CEN_TER 
· Following: the" ceremony, a 
, special· preview of the new 
Drama-Speech! production, The 
:Be11ux · Stratagem, will be 
presented for the Friends and 
guests. 
The Dillingham Center for the 
Performing Arts, begun in 1966, 
was designed to accommodate_ 
both one of the oldest and one 
of the newest' ,programs of the 
College. Drama-Speech, which 
goes back to I 897, occupies the 
upper levels. Communications, 
· evolving from _Television-Radio, 
' which was introduced in, 1941, 
occupies the-lower level. ', 
The College's first dramatic 
productions were giveri on the 
stage of the Lyceum Theatre. In 
1931 the ,Little Theatre was 
built on DeWitt Park and 
became the focal point of 
College, community and stock 
productions until -the new 
Center was opened in 1968. 
T!:ievision-Radio' literally 
b·e ga n in a· "shack" with 
makeshift facilities and moved 
into its first studios on Buffalo 
Sttreet in 1950. The move to the 
new, Center was an important. 
factor in the expansion into the 
areas of Cinema Studies and 
Photography, Educational 
Development, Communications 
Management and Sports 
Communications. 
The building also houses the_ 
Instructional Resources Center 
which develops audio-visual aids, 
. operates a closed . circuit 
television system and provides 
guidance and technical 
· educational services for the 
College. 
To incorporate all these 
stand. Meanwhile, 1.8.M. stock 
price continues to rise while 
Telex price falters. 
Stock prices of 011 companies 
with interest in the Mideast 
continued to drop due to the 
new Arab policy of cuttmg- off 
oil supplies to the U.S. 
Atlantic-R1chfield Co. continued 
to perform well because its oil 
interests are outside the Mideast. 
American owned 011 companies 
in Canada, such as Imperial Oil, 
fell in pnce due to tighter 
control of 011 exports by 
Canada. 
The future performance of 
the market may be affected due 
to predicted rising labor cost per 
unit of output. Rising labor 
costs will cut into expected 
corporate profits. Lower 
earnings may prevent 
mstitutions and individuals from 
investing in the market. 
Fine Wine 
The wine mdustry has an 
encouraging outlook in the 
future. This· year California has 
recorded one. of :_its· most 
'- -
The~, Octoher.25, 1973~P·~ 
continued from p~ 1 
functions into a single building 
which would be aesthetically 
pleasing and efficient was a 
major undertaking. The result is 
regarded by many as the 
College's major architectural 
triumph. 
"Each president had the 
dream that IC would relocate to 
i South Hill someday," explains 
Charles , Brodhead, Executive 
Director of College Relations. 
"The first, W. Grant Egbert, 
4reamed of it. George Williams, 
the College's sc\;mn.~ ,resident, 
1 seriously considered the idea of· 
relocation but was unable to do 
_anything about it. Leonard Joti 
actually bought the property. I 
think Dr. Job envisioned the 
entire college on South Hill, but 
he didn't know where the 
money was going to come from, 
and for the time being 
considered the area only for 
athletic fields." 
"Howard Dillingham was able 
to bring the dreams to 
reality-and magnificently. He 
was able to secure financing 
from the New York State 
Dormitory Authority and the 
Federal Department of Housing . 
and Urban Development. The 
decision to obtain funding and 
relocate would mean IC would 
assume a large debt that would 
take over a half century to pay 
back, but the College would not 
he the outstanding institution it 
is if this hadn't been done. The 
Board of Trustees · had the 
courage to back Dr. Dillingham 's 
ideas and convictions," 
concluded Mr. Brodhead. 
The last academic building 
constructed was the Performing· 
bountiful harvests which should 
produce the best quality 
beverage in 20 years. lf anyone 
doubts this prediction, they 
should ask Pi Lam wine 
connoisseurs and· bone-vivant 
Steve Swanson. Wine sales w111 
be mcreased by the lowering of 
the drinking age in many states. 
Campus wine cxtraorinaire Barry 
Appelman coyly states, "Oh yes, 
1973 was a good year." Taylor 
• Howard Dillingham 
Arts lrnuamg. Ur. Dilhngnam 
recently wrote of his particular 
affection for it, "l expect one 
tends to love more that which 
has caused the greater agony .. .l · 
blame much of my grey hair on 
that complex of diversified 
functional areas w:,ich after 
sweat and tears on the part of 
architects, contractors and the 
Ithaca College staff evolved into 
the Performing Arts Building." 
is 
long-term growth 
The market closed up on 
Friday, Oct. 19 due to the 
pnme-ratc being lowered from 
10 to 9-W/4,. This optimistic news 
was welcomed after a dismal 
weekly performance by the 
market. Even though the market 
lost ground in the week of Oct. 
15-19, volume was high, proving 
continued interest in the market'. 
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Editorial { s) 
Part 1 
On Monday, the impeachment guns were getting-
loaded .. On Tuesday, they lay silenl Or so it was 
hoped. President Nixon, in one __ of the most 
spectacular, and at the same time· dubiC.ms, 
reversals in the nation's history, dedded to comply 
with the law (surprised?), and tum over the tapes. 
It would be nice to be able to agree with Nixon 
supporters and say he (finally) made the right 
decision, but it can't. The "right decision" couid 
just as well, and more appropriately, have been 
made three months ago, when the tapes' existence 
first became known. Of course, we understand 
that at that time there would have heen a much 
greater chance of prosecution for their content 
than there 1s now. Also, loaded "guns" seem to do 
strange things to men's mind, when they're 
pointed al. 
Monday night's decision was no doubt aimed al 
re,toring faith and trust in our Chief Executive's 
clarity of vision. But only the blind could "look 
up" to his v1s1on. It took him the tria!s of three 
months and the wisdom of poht1eal expedience to 
",ec the lighl"-. But the light he secs is not the first 
ray at the end ol the tunnel, hut the last going in. 
On Sat-urday night, he formally asked for 
impeachment proceedings lo he brought. lie (as 
u,ual) got what he asked for. The Congress did 1101 
hy any means want to do it. Al ti mes, the 
legislative branch has even seemed to be trying to 
protect the President from himself. But when he 
goes after something, he almost invariably gets it. 
As it seems to he turning out, America did not 
really need the 1-.rvm Committee. She did not 
really need John Sirica of Archibald Cox. Perhaps 
lo er.pedite the matter, but in the end, we find 
ourselves · merely spectators as the office of the 
Presidency self-destructs. 
. ~~ ... ,..>~~~a;;_:'; u-.. ;;~· _--~:-·!fJ···: 1.·11 1.: .. ~~1:i -!~: 
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· Catharsis: 
Part 2 
President Phillips has decided: to put Professor · 
Bogdan Mieczkowski · back :· on · . the College's 
paycheck until after the deliberations of the 
Hearing Committee, (according·to the minutes of · 
the H & S Faculty Councll meeting, Oct. 17). The 
Council m'embers present unanimously supported 
the President's decision. · · 
Three of the members accounted for at that 
meeting who expressed their support were three of 
the twelve· who signed t.he letter of dismissal. 
against Professor Mieczkowski.. Why this drastic 
turnabout of opinion? 
In February, these three people were among the 
dozen who suggested, among other things, "a two 
year leave of absence with pay to enable Professor 
Mieczkowski to seek medical help." 
The I 2 member Council ( one man withdrew 
from these deliberations), "unanimously voted on 
February 10, 1973, to recommend that Professor 
Mieczkowski be separated from Ithaca College as 
soon as possible." · · 
President Phillips, in a memorandum dated 
February 7, 1973, said, "In presenting the matter 
to you, it is -not contemplated that the faculty 
member concerned would appear· before you in 
defense of the charges, but rather that you would 
review the evidence as presented by me to 
determine whether or not in your judgement there 
1s sufficient evidence to justify the commencement 
of dismissal proceedings." 
No mention was made whether evidence or at 
lea~t a rehuUal would-be presented on behalf of 
Mr. Mieczkowski. The memorandum states the 
evidence on which the Council's decision will 
hinge will be presented by President Phillips, and 
seemingly makes no allowance for Mr. 
Mieczkowski to present his case at a crucial time. 
The Council is perhaps a bit misguided in their 
loyalty. They seem to be backing the President's 
decisions he they right or wrong, as many believe 
the supporters of Mr. Nixon have done. And look 
where, he is. 
Part 3 .. 
"Perversion of intellect · is the route of all 
disorder in the, universe" might ·be'. con~dued a 
theme concentrated on by some of the greatest of 
the ancient writers, preserved for us'_to.read'today. 
Critics have argued that· Sophocles •held_.· intellect. 
essential for world_order to exist. Today we can sit · 
back and see discord. Not 'just _·on the broad·· 
national level: but also here at Ithaca C0I1ege, .. _ 
If man has to widely use his brain-power in order . , ., 
to maint;iin harmony, maybe Presiqent Nixon and 
Ii.is com~ades c~>Uld be consid,ered stupid. Maybe, 
too, anyone who falsely reports a fact .could be 
placed in this same category. But_ how does 
ignorance fit into this pattern? Can a- man -be 
guilty and innocen.t at the same time? Can a man 
be guilty of cooimitting a crime that he doesn't 
know is a crime? Many would answer-yes, because 
one has all the channels available- to garner this 
knowledge. But, is this really fair? .. 
Some would have us believe that ignorance is 
too easy an out for someone like the President of 
the United States. Maybe it is. That however, 
really doesn't concern us, at this particular 
moment. A person who has the task of reporting 
the facts, and fails by reporting them ·falsely is 
perverting -his· intellect; seeing things the way he 
-wants to. This could be an example of a biased 
reporter. 
Let's, however; zero in , on Joe College. Hy's a 
part of a particular college community.: He lives 
eats and breathes within its walls. Is it possible 
that, in certain situations, Joe could be ignorant of 
something going on right under his nose? Is it 
possible that he thinking he knows could convince 
himself, he understands this same situation, when 
he really doesn't. He might not have all the facts, 
because he doesn't know that they are available to 
him? 
We don't have .the answers. Yet, it scares us to 
think that its possible to be guilty of ignorance 
and therefore guilty of something in reguard to 
this lack of knowing and understanding. It may 
sound·far-fetched, but is it? You could be·guilty of 
not trying to find out! Not just apathy, anymore, 
but much worse. ·Being disenchanted with 
something one knows about is one thing: but not 
caring to find out if you're really apathetic is 
another. · 
To the Editor: 
Kudos! That's right. 
congratulations. I know "what's 
happnin"'. and I'd like to inform 
all of the read,crs of this pape'r of 
what has gone on. l'erhaps, then, 
you'll receive some positive 
criticism of enthusiasm where 
it's due. 
District to ask for help .. 
For some of you it will come 
as a surprise that a candidate for 
Supreme Court Justice would 
bother with such an appeat;· for 
others the surprise will be that 
there is such a thing as a 
his followers as "Christians" ca ndickite for the Supreme 
anyway. Cou~t. especially a Dem,ocratic 
What I really want to write is candidate. . 
a commendation to the writer of The fact is that the ~ixth 
this has a different name in 
different parts of the state) can 
sit back and play their game of 
deals and rewards, promises and 
patronage. Just as long as we 
continue to vote the way we are 
expected to vote, and that is by 
party label, we will be stuck 
with, and deserve, a . process 
which has so · many built-in 
possibilities ·for abuse.' 
lawyers in my campaign. This is 
not because I felt any lawyer 
would work fi;>r my election in 
expectation .of ··reward, · but 
simply because I fear this truism 
is not totaliy · understood or 
accepted -by.· the people the 
courts are supposed to-serve., · 
__ My so·-called ''lawy~'r 
decision" has made campaign 
organization difficult and 
financial support minimal; 
hence, the cry for.help. Many of 
you vote where.:you are reading 
this letter; many··.can vote by 
absentee ballo't in one of the 
counties I : mentioned above; 
m;my _of you·· have. families or 
friends in .these counties; 
hopefully, many ·or you may 
want to work in this effort. ' . 
Al the star! of this year, The 
Ithacan, om· of very few 
independent college newspapers. 
lost 3 of its mos! 1mportanl 
l'ditors as well as staff. These 
individuals. for various 
lcgi~imate reasons were forced to 
abandon their duties on lhc 
paper. Despite lhe notion that 
apathy lurks on campus. a few 
aslounding individuals have 
nl·gated I he concept of apathy. 
The loss of lhCSl' m·ccssary 
contributors ll'ft the staff wilh a 
decision lo make: should or 
shouldn't The Ithacan fold"!To 
my amazement. soml' vl·rv 
amhili<ius individuals undl•r1m1k 
a challenging n·sponsibilily. 
They taughl themselves how lo 
perform lhl' dutil·s of those whc 
resigned. This has involved 111ud1 
Ii llll', inl,'rl'sl. and gcnui1ll' 
com·crn. The paper is still 
puhlistwd- every week and the 
quality is oulstanding · 
considering I hl' circumstances. 
To the outgoing members of 
The Ithacan staff. this 1s a 
positive letter. (surprise!) Hurray 
for The Ithacan ... l'ha11k you. 
Keep ii up.·Tl11ne arc some of us 
who enjoy the weekly paper 
I R. Morse. 
To the Editor: 
I suppose I should ,he writing 
in response to the letter of ··a 
Concerned Christian"' or some 
other such appellation that 
frequently appears in the letter 
column. But it would take a 
fair-sized volume. I think.. lo 
sketch out my ideas on 
Chri~tianily and its implkations 
in the :!0th century. Beside . l 
don't find any r~fereni:c hy 
Jesus ·in. the New Testatment to 
the editorial "Just Who Comes Judicial District, and· .that 
f'irst .. ( Oct. 18 ). Ithaca College includes the counties of Broome, 
is the only school I know of Chemung, Chenango, Cortlarid, 
where it's possible to ask Delaware, Madison,·, Otsego, 
questions like that. Even at mcire Schuyler, Tioga and Tompkins, 
prestigious educational places is the recent beneficiary of one 
where relatives and friends judicial vac,ancy. This was 
matriculate there's just no created at our Governor's 
machinery set up to. investigate request ( direction"!) and is to be 
when: money goes, or to funnel filled at the November 6 general 
stmh:nl opinion. or to allow for election. If the Governor's 
any kind of student input at all. calculations are correct the 
lkcisions are made sokly on the nominee of the Republican 
basis of "business acumen" and Party will be elected as has been 
economic expedience. · the case, without exception, 
It's really surprising that here since this absurd process of 
at IC there"s not more electing judges was instituted 
questioning on the part. of owr one hundred years ago. 
students regarding the path their I am the candidate of the 
· money lakes. Pl·rsonally. I feel Democratic Party but I oppose that we'rl' rather lop-heavy in 
the administration area. 11 the partisan political method of 
electing judges. I don't think 
almost seems that whenever there' shot1ld be .such a thing as a 
there's another letter to he candidate, in the political sense, 
mailed. Wl' have to hire anoth~r for the office of judge. I don't 
a<lminislrator to mail it. 1 admit think it is possible for voters to 
I'm shooting from the hip. as it make an intelligent choice 
we re. h u I i I j us I SCCms between the candidates aftei: _a 
sometimes that we have almost short campaign and I am taking 
as many administrators as we ewry opportunity to speak out 
haw faculty. And mayhe I against this unfair and outmoded 
shouldn ·1 CVl'll say anything, system. 
since I don"t have to pay to go Let's he realistic. few 
here.at least not in money. 'l"emember the name of.the last 
I would hope that this ··new judicial ·.,candidate they· voted 
quiet" we·re :,II experiencing in· for: 'few kriow what 11· Supreme 
the 70"s rellects a kind of Court. Justice does: few know · 
thoughtfulness that students are what qualifications a person 
engaging in .. and not the should possess- to hold such an 
overly-docile herd mentality that office: and. sadly. fov/er still care 
i:harai:terizcd · my college or do anything about it. 
generation If questioning with I· am _canipaignfog against a· 
regard , rn what hits ·students, system ... a -systent which ~Hows. 
immediately is not done. then: s U. s p j Ci On. di St r._U S.t., 
we're all in trouble: · misunderstanding' and L-ynicism Sincerely, 
Phillip J. Lioi to re.place faith in our courts. 
Catholic Chaplain Without the confi~ence .of the 
(and not just cha 1 . people, our concept of 
. P am _ government hy rule of law ·-
to cat_hohc students I c-Jnnot function. __ 
To the Editor: - There will he no change nol' 
1 am writing to the College corresponding restoratfon · of 
Community in the Sixth Judicial faith as long as the leaders of a 
dominant political. party (and 
To re peat my initial 
statement, I am writing to the 
college communities in this 
District _to ask for help. I am 
writing to say that I sincerely 
feel my election would be a 
demonstration that the people 
want their judges selected on the 
basis of merit, by a nonpolitical 
committee of lawyers and 
laymen reserving to the people 
the right of recall through 
referendum, and not on the basis 
of political muscle. 
ln the hope that some of the 
distrust so rampant today can be 
eliminated, I have announced 
that I cannot accept the help, 
financial or otherwise, of 
A letter to: · Independent ' 
Citizen's Committee, Box 3~ 
Homer, New York, 1307-7 will 
be answered · by a volunteer 
coordinator from your area. T~ 
is truly a citize'n's. campaign and' 
you are invited to join. 
People are-What it's all about: 
Sincere(y. Rich,ard J. Shay 
Cortla~d County Judge 
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CONGRESS 
contitiued from page I 
which they need .for. their 
activities. 
Board of Trustees 
.... 
Carla Williams, member of the 
Board of Trustees, reported to 
Congress that she and Chris 
Nelson, also a member of the 
Board of Trustees, fought 
against the forthcoming rise of 
S250 in student costs, but Ute 
Board of Trustees approved the 
raise at Friday's meeting. The · 
rise includes a $150 increase' in 
tuition, $10 in health insurance, 
$65 for the on campus meal 
· service and $35 in increased 
dormitory room fees, $55 for 
the Garden Apartments. At this 
time students seem to cover 
most costs due to IC's low 
endowment; obviously, funds 
are needed.from elsewhere. 
Also, the Board of Trustees 
decided. that four student 
members would have no more 
input than the present two 
members. The IC Board of 
Trustees is limited to twenty-five 
members according to the 
regulations of the New York. 
State Regents. There are 
twenty-two members presently, 
and the Board feels that 
administration, faculty and 
student proportions are properly 
represented. 
Carla also discussed an idea• , 
which would result in greater 
student contact with the Board 
of Trustee. As presented, when 
the Fall Boards· Meeting is heid 
in October, each trustee will eat 
dinner with six randomly chosen 
Ithaca College Students. Carla 
would prefer this dinner 
engagement to take place in the 
cafeterias on campus rather than 
downtown as proposed by one 
Board member. The Trustees 
would prefer that these students 
would not 'be student leaders or 
members of Congress ·because 
they had adequate contact with 
these students through the 
· student board members. Carla 
(eels that the Trustees will attain 
a more realistic conception of 
Ithaca College from the 
encounters with students 
randomly chosen. 
Student Congress 
,representatives . chose Robin 
Kalilc, President of the Senior 
Class, · -to serve as the student 
member of the Search 
·co~mittee, reviewing candidates 
fQr., --~he ogen administrative !"'3_7?" A PARRA 
FORENSICS WINS 
By Jeanne Staples 
Competing with over 40 other 
students, Wendy Oschmann and 
Sue Aloisi tied for 5th place 
trophy last · weekend at . the 
· Niagra University Invitational 
Forensic Tournament. Wendy 
and Sue competed in the Oral 
Interpretation of Poetry event 
·· against students from colleges 
and universities across New 
· York, New England, and_ from as 
far as Ohio and Michigan. Ithaca 
wa~ The only school at the 
tournament to place 2 people in 
-~, ·the final events. They are now 
.;. eligible to __ compete in the 
f: National Oral Interpretation 
;_-::; Finals at Plattsburgh in March. 
·:, · Other LC. speakers included 
.'~; Judith McCoy, Leslie Rivkin and 
· · Michael Stanton who entered 
·:;; events in inpromptu speaking, 
.. ; origi"nal oratory, and oral 
:;j interpre.tation of prose. Deb,lters 
'!~ Warter · Kreiger, Jeff Lewis," 
'.7~,13.lt.Jith' McCoy, and. Jeanne 
·-}!sl·ltples argued . through· six' 
'-'~ rounds of debate on the national 
·, topic. . , 
. The·, 5th An·nual Ithaca· 
, College. High School Forensics 
: , Tournament will be held -here on 
. · Oct. 26 and 27 in Friends ·t(all. 
·'. Under the directiorr ·of Prof. 
'--'.· Franklin -.Sharp,' events start at· 
. : .. 4:30 pm on·_Friday and con<:_I,~de_ 
> an :00 pm on Saturday. 
·_ ~~~~~~?.~:/·~~)·~~,;~'~::.-.: 4 ·-·- • •• • : • ~ ,-~ .! -'-4°':-' :~;·_ 
... 
. . ~". 
• I • 
position . of . Vice-President of 
College Relations and Resource 
Development. The committee is 
compose.d of, along with Kalik: 
Faculty member Margaret 
Feldman, Staff member Pat 
Welch, , Academic Cabinet 
member Robert Sprague, 
.. Alumnus Anthony Pesoli and 
Trustee Ed Eisenhartt. 
Shawn Bennett, Chairman of 
Student Congress, chose to close 
the otherwise dull two and 
. one-half hour meeting ,wit.h his 
ow'n personal comments 
regarding the performance of 
Student Congress this fall. 
Shawn said, "My opening 
comment ·to Student' Congress 
this fall was , that it was a 
responsible body. I do not feel 
that Student Congress has shown 
itself very responsible. This 
Congress needs constructive 
input and participation on 
committees." 
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STOREWIDE SALE 
Everything. 1 0% 0 ff 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 P.M. 
6:00PM to Midnight 
Tonight only Oct 25 
TRIANGLE BOOK SHOP 
,' ... :,-.;:, -
9':,onlz~ -
· Altmo;.{&Green ~ 
~tnftd-JJameJewelers ~ 
LA veA3 91~ted !:lo~e. 144 £.,glota ,gi.eet •v4.~2-/810• 
lt~a. New York upn 
IFHA~A 'S IX~tUSIVE 
AUTHORIZIEll ltEEPSIUll IIEAtlR 
Expert Watch .Jewelr~ ••pairing 
· Re1111ountlng of Dla1111oncls 
. . 
403 College Ave 272-7111 
Ex ct.' pt Fair tr ad(' it(' m ~ 
and ( akulatu1~ 
Introducing Mr. Boston Sombrero. 
The anfi..establishment coffee break. 
There's nothing nine to five about Sombrero. 
Because Sombrero is anything but a doughnut's sidekick. 
· It's the- incredibly .delicious cocktail of milk and 
coffee flavored braridy (flavored with no less than four 
varieties of _imported coffee). Just ·pour Sombrero 
chilled and wa~e up your bored, neglected tastebuds. 
Wake up your sense of humor. And tuck away the 
establishment ... at least until tomorrow. 
Sombrero. Just one of the 128 fine liquors from 
Old 1\1r. Boston. 
. I 
-, .. ,_ ·. 
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Puppets C//arm in 
OneMfln S/Jow 
By Cathy Lynch 
- .-,_ 
it .-, 
The Dick Myers Puppet Theatre played Ithaca 
College Wednesday night to an audience of mixed 
age~. But following the performance, the 
audience·~ reaction, were anything but mixed. 
Anyone who secs thb simple, charming show is 
forced to agree with the critics - Dick Myers knows 
h,~stufl. 
Coco· Delivers-.o~- H_ilariou,s· "D~pt._" 
/\ perfect Gept:tto image, Mr. Myer's is a 
graduate engineer who has studied drama. After 
receiving ,omc training with various marionette 
and hand puppet companies, he took off on· hb 
own 111 I 'J45 and ~ince 1 'JS<i has heen displaying 
his .r~owes~ as a rod puppe! puppeteer. .. , have a 
lot of fun." he say, with his ever-present smile, as 
hL" ma111pulatcs the buttons and levers on the 
holtom of the ,lick !fit· figure~ are attached to. 
I hey arc 111, own creations and the only kind like 
thl'lll 1n the world. Roughly t-wo week, are needed 
1<1 de,1gn anJ build one puppet and an average 
,how u,cs t wenty-f tvl' puppt:l~. 
M ycr, writ cs h I'> own scripts. builds the scenery 
and ,uppllc, the voice, for all of the characters. 
111'> ploh an: L'l<tn:mcly free adaptation, of fairy 
tJlc, and 11t1r,cry rhy111es and leave much to·-hc 
tk'>lrt·d. I h,·y arc lull of cl1ches and contrivances 
10 ,·)(l11h1t the puppet\ ah11it1c,. hut !he audicncc 
.Jl'L't'ph I ht· ,haky plol lint· hcc,1u~t: lht: total dfrcl 
1, 111lt·n·,11ng .ind plt:asant and al time,. 
la" 111;1l111g I he ,cc·ncry unit...- arc clever ;.;nd !he 
lllll'>IL h 111alchcd pt·rlc·clly lo lhe varymg mood, 
w1ll1111 thl' hour-long pl'rlormJncc·, hut the show 
1111Jen1ahly dr.ig,. 1111, I'> <.IUL' to the' fact lhaV 
MycJS dol", n·,·rylhrng h1111,L'il-he dcscnhc~ l11mst:lf 
li.1ch,tag,· '" .. ,1 ill lren11cd". de,p1te h1~ years of 
c·xperic·11tt' 111, ;itll'nl1on lo tkl.111 "magn1flct:nt 
and h1, wry. 1nn!!t1t·-111-L'11c·ek hun10r pop, up 
!ll It'll 
111' ,how~ pl,1y k111dngarlL'll lo c·olkgc classc~. 
hut lhl' 111,11or1ly ol 111, product 1011, arl' donl' al art 
11111,t·u111,. It 1, ohv1011s why ht· ha, rt•prc·,t·nll:d thl' 
ll ~- ·.11 world w1tl,· puppt'I lt·,t1vah-h1~ ~lyk 1, 
LIIIHJllt' .11HI hh 1,ilc·nl 1, ohV1<lll'>. lk ha, toured 
l·uropl.' .111d pl:111, l<> h.1vc• .1 lll'W show firn~hed by 
11,·,1 ,11111111c·1. I< ,111dc•111, 111 till' ('IIS puppc•t Lia~~ 
hl'11,·l1ll'd IJllJll 111, 1-.nnwkdgt·. a, hl' laugh! the 
d,1" I 11111"1:iy. 
By Fred Raker 
Anyone who has seen James Coco knows he is a 
very funny man. As Joe Calucci, head of the 
C'la1ms Dept., Coco's delivery- is superb ·and his 
facial expressions are uncanny. 
In one episode, Joe-falls head-over-heeJs·for his 
secretary', Shirley Baluchis (Unfortunately, I didn't 
catch her name)_ She, in turn, falls.for him.- rt is 
4uite a rom,rntic opening with Shirley serenading 
Joe with a love song over the filing cabinet. 
Alter a passionate kiss, Jo·e rationalizes that 
opposi!es attract. He's a man, she's a woman. He's 
Italian, she's Greek. He likes to work, she's lazy. 
He informs her that he's been all over--car washes 
hus depots. Ail is fine until-Shirley confesses sh~ 
had an affair at the tender age of 19. Joe asks, 
"Did you ever enJoy it'/" She replies, "In part." 
This past event has disturbed Joe. He claims she 
has gone fr_om Little Orphan Annie to Big -Fanoy 
Hill. Shirley ~ays, "I never said I was not a virgin" . 
Ile argues, "You never said xou were either!" The 
dialogue 1~ not that shocking. Although it's not 
,omething you would hear on Ozzie's Girls! 
There's a cute scene that breaks up the lovers' 
4uarrel for a few minutes. It's between an old lady 
< about IO I I who was a basketball coach but the 
team.just passed away. She asks (or some support 
when Joe walk~ by, drunk. and inquires, "Are you 
a virgin?" 
We follow the -inebriated Joe into his office 
where ht: apologizes to Shirley. He explains that ht· 
got drunk because he wants to have an affair with 
her. .. Rest up, for bltss is coming your way." 
Off to the Gracious Dining Motor Inn where 
they have bouillon and cupcake vending machines. 
FILM PREVIEW: 
They enter the "best medium priced 
room-without a view" and Joe decides, "what's 
the hurry? Let's sit on all the chairs and ta!]>." 
After Shirley politely refuses his offer. oi 
· bouillon and cupcakes, Joe says, "Let's move on 
to the bliss." -She reveals her "very well made" 
nightgown and he his new pajamas. 
- However, no clothes are removed_ "and th, 
nervous couple (Mr. and Mrs. John 
Tortillini-S'mith in Italian) sit on the edge of the 
bed. Joe; in a scene a la Hermie from the Summer 
of '42, slyiy slips his arm around Shirley's shoulder 
and ever-so-cautiously - holds her corsage. A very 
funny bit made even funnier when she breaks into 
a ·song callect "My Bill." Right away Joe 1s 
~µspicious. '.'Who's Bill?", Shirley- explains it wa~ 
just ·a song then admits to never being·to a moM 
before. Joe is upset:"! paid $22.50 in advance. Y 01, 
act like a virgin!" Then, e'almly and poignantly, h, 
says, ''I love you," As if waiting all night for tho~.,· 
three words, "Shirley bursts out with, "The hills a1e 
alive ... " 
Unfortunately, the show was interrupted by .1 
special report about some guy who weuldn't let 
another guy listen to his tai,es. Therefore I missed 
the ever-popular tag line at the close of the sho\, 
Aside from that little mishap, I really enjoyt'd 
CALUCCl'S DEPARTMENT. The script was ve1i 
good ( Freedom of speech, indeed!), the supporti11µ 
cast--a vital cog 1n the running of a successful T\ 
program-was also good, and with James Coco ·" 
the lead it was great. Hopefully the writing w111 
meet the same high standards because James Coe,, 
will always be James Coco. · 
. Try to catch CALUCCl'S DEPARTMENT, 1: 
you··can, Friday nights at 8 p.m. on CBS. You w111 
-find it most interesting and a pleasant clfangc. 
I h,· gl'nlk lt·1101 ol Dick :\lyt·1~· lhcalrl' wa~ 
pnlc·t·tly l';,..p1c·,,c·tl a, tlw la~l ol th.: audic•nci; 
l1l1c·1L'd oul . .1nd hu1111111ll)!. wry softly, he packed 
h1, lhc·rnw~ of walt·1 11110 hi~ small black lunch 
pad. lk i~ a, u11~po1kd and ~1111pk ;1s thl' c·vening 
ol c·nlt·1t~1111m·nt wa,. 
Horror Flicks on Pumpkin Eve 
HICKEY' 
MUSIC. STORJ 
;?O I :--. Ti o~:1 ~ L. 
llh:u·a.:\.l. 
:!7:!-H1<,:! 
,\ow - tap<'.~ 
a1ltl U.e<·ords ·. 
By Sam Milgriril- · 
This weekend (Oct. 26, 27, and 18) is a real 
Ithaca Flicks-weekend for both filin nuts and 
anyoiie else who likes movies The weekend starts 
with the Halloween ril(n Festival OJ:1 Friday and 
continues with A Man Called· Horse on Saturday 
and .Sunday. 
The Hallow;;,cn Film Festival· this year. is 
excellent. with a wide variety of suspense films 
l ha l should hold some interest for just ah out 
everybody. It starts at 8:00 Friday night with The 
Terror. This film, d1reeted by Roger Corman and 
· ~tarring Jack N'icholson and Boris Karloff, is 
rapidly rising to the rank of "horror t"ilm-i:lassic". 
It is lht' story of a soldier in Napoleon's army of 
th1: Baltic who gets separated from his unif. Tbe 
soldie1 labty played by Nicholson) meets a -
bi:ailtiful girl who leads him into a ·dream-like 
world and then promptly disappears into' a castle. -
Th,: castle belongs to a Mad Baron ( played by 
Karloffl anti the expet:1:ed chills and suspense-... 
associated with Karloff follow. · • -
Whal Ever Happened fo Baby Jane. directed hy 
Rolwrl l\ldrkh and starring Bett_e Davis and Joan 
Crawford. WIil follow. Thts Academy Award 
\Vill.UJ:r. lkahng with a has been. d1ild star and her_. 
· ~,srer. dc·serws all the praise that has been heaped 
upon 11 ~ince ils 111itial r.t.!'kase. The story- is of 
,1111111t·nng halt' bt'tw't"en redust." sisters and their 
plan~ to ga1i1 rt'vengt' on one another for th~ state 
that 1hey fmd themselves in. This makes for a·-
suspt'nSt' filled film that builds io- an incredible 
ch max .. 
· Dial M for ~1urder. which will be the third film· 
of tilt' evenmg 1s a 1i10tion picture suspense dassic. 
Dirt'c"lt'd ably by Alfred Hitchco\."k and, starring· 
R:1y· i\lill_ant1. (;ract' Kdly."a1HI Rohert.·(ummings. 
1his fihJ1 -has.t','l:'rythin~ tha.t_;i good suspeils1dilm '-
. . . .,_ •: ..... ··- . ' . 
' ' 
-ii1StEll··· 10NUT · --··· 
. - . . . .,.,,,.,,,.: ' \ " . 
_ ;_, fhe::aes~Jc:. .. 
'_Q 
·_.t{e·--
~·- · 
-····MJMr 
"OaN.at, 
. -- ., c.,,'e. 
in Town · 
·ZO, ·SOUtll llHAIOW . . 
-••lle.VILL4GE-Ulia. ·· 7 
•• <D1U1u•n· t01Was .. 
:;_~_· .... :,- ·:..; ... -• .. - ... :>.~:-.'~ 
I·, 
should have. Hitchcock has ti"sed every trick 01 
~ilm to make thjs story of a society playboy; 111, 
tear of divorces and tlisinheritance and his eventual 
plotting of his wife's murder, a film too excuing tn 
miss. - · 
Game-s wi\1 follow Dial M. St11rring Simon, 
Signoret and Katherin Ross. This fascinating a11,1 
frjghtening macabre' lnl!rder-mystery is well worth 
.seeing. · 
The Haunted Palace, starring Vincent Pri~·e will 
close the eveni)Jg's entertainment. Although 11 
follows the format of many Edgar Allen· 'Poe. 
Vincent Price films, 1t has much more ·to offer 
The film takes place in mid-nineteenth centurf...New 
England_ amidst thunder· storms a-nd violent"fog 
Vincent Price in- the identity of an ancestor (who 
_ was burned at the stake) seeks revenge on local 
villagers:The story is chilling and Vincent Price 1, 
exceilent, as always. 
The Halloween film Festival .will b~ prese"nted 
free from 8:00 to termination on- October 26 in 
the Union Cafeteria. Bring your blanket, pillow. 
and somebody to hold on to. 
Coming to the Ithaca Flicks on Oct. 27, 28 is A 
Man Called Hor~e. This excellent film (directed by 
Elliot Silverstein, and starring· Richard Harris::and 
Dame Judith Ancferson I is the fascinating s_tory of 
an English aristocrat who is captured by a ·band of 
Sioux Indians in the seventeen-hundreds.' 'Harris 
· soon finds· that his only chance of- escape: is to 
prove hims~lf a man according to Sioux ritual. The 
film is brµtally honest and fascinating to·watc1t: · 
A Man Called Horse, will be presented on Oct. 
:. 7. 28 in TI 02 for seventv-five cents. 
C'oming up on Nov. fo°urth. On·th·e~aterfront. 
directed by Elia Kazan and starring· .. Marlon 
Brando. Karl Mal.den. and ·Eva .Marie 
1
Sairit. ,ff is a 
.motion picture masterpiece. h,ut more on tha.( next 
. week. ' ' ' ,• 
... , -~-:,;--.Jr 
.. ' " :-. :: :' ,, ....... ,. . , ... _ 
~' . ' ·.": ~ .... ·~.: -,·,:-: ·, ·~ ,. 
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ID BEAU-X' STRATEGEM 
Good ·otd,Restor(lfion Humor 
Semi-Funny-
By R. Hood 
Semi-Tough, Dan Jenkins, Signet, $1.7S, 216 pp. 
· Before I attack this novel as viciously and 
single-min_dedly as -I intend to, I would like to 
make my biases clear. I have never' read anything 
by Jenkins before. Football is the only major sport 
r enjoy playing as well as watching. I _feel 
intelligence is preferable and more beneficial than 
-beauty or brawn. 
The firs( thing that I disliked was the 
protagonist; Billy Cly.de Puckett, who is the stud 
running back for the NFC Cha-mpion NY Giants 
about to play the AFC Champion NY Jets in the 
Super Bowl. Puckett is just a good ole Texas boy 
who has trouble thinking of not playing ball. He is 
writing a book (so the premise goes), dictating into_ 
a recorder, the tapes to be edited by a 
_ sports-colu!lm writer's accomplice. -His only two 
friends are his life-long buddies Shake Tiller, the 
Giants "deep threat", and his (Shake's) soul-mate, 
Barbara Jane Bookman, the Texas super-deb. The 
entire novel is composed of the two ball-players 
doing what they know ·how: playing ball, drinking, 
and looking for "wool"; and then setting the scene 
for Shake's apotheosis 'cum anabasis consequently 
and conveniently clearing the'way. for Billy Clyde 
and Barbara Jane (both binomenals) to discover 
their deep mutual love. Jenkins treats the reader to 
"outrageous comedy"· by portraying his heroic 
duo (Shake and Billy) cpostulating on the "lungs" 
o·n some poor "mascara addict". Maybe I should 
add one further hias-1 laughed maybe half-a-dozen 
times while reading this "funny, outrageous, 
rib-tickling" bestseller-.- I just have no sense of 
humor. 
A popular Restoration 
comedy The Beaux' Strategem 
will open at lthaca College this 
Monday evening. Five public 
performances are scheduled at 
the Main Theatre of the 
Dillingham Center for the 
Performing-- Arts: beginning 
Monday and continuing Oct. JO. 
31, Nov. I arid Nov. 4" 
The · plot of. s.trategem 1s 
typical of the Restoration era: 
telling, with elaborate· 
complications, the plan of two 
young gallants to recoup their 
fortunes_ by marrying country 
ladies of great wealth. Author_ 
George Farquhar selects a 
middle ground between the 
vicious writers of the close of 
the 17th Century and the purer 
ones of the 18th. Satire of social 
customs ahd values is the main 
purpose of Farquhar\ comedy 
of manners. Naughty wit and 
nicely turned phrases abound. 
although the author does not 
always prefer vice to vil:tue. The 
whole drama moves at the rapid 
pace. typical of Restoration 
theatre. 
The Beaux· Stategem 1s being 
directed b-y James laurii.:elJa; 
and~, the special garden sett mg: 
has been designed by Donald 
Creason, ho(h of whom have 
contr1hutcd greatly - to lh~· 
success oJ· lthac:a College 
productions as members of the 
Drama-Speech faculty. Costumes 
Simon Stirs __ !ludience with Flawless Performance 
weren't any. ")'ve always wanted to say that," he 
By Bill Henk · 
related. ~ ·- · 
Phase two of the· show featured Urabamba, a 
are by Ritchie M. Spencer, 
lighting by John Bracewell. 
Technical director is another 
drama professor. Robert D. 
Pratt. who is superv1smg the 
bu1ldmg of a specially raked 
(inclined) stage. 
Spencer. a graduate of the 
University of Hawaii and 
Traphagan Scho_ol of Design in 
New York City, 1s a newly 
appointed assistant professor of 
Drama. He has bee.n resident 
costume designer for the Seattk 
Repertory Company and Center 
Stage of Baltimore. John 
Bracewt:11. who· completed 
doctoral studies at Flonda State 
Un·i~ersity in I 971, joined the 
department as assistant rechn1cal 
director after expenence as 
technical director al Whittier 
and Bakersfield Colleges. 
Starrmg in the Ithaca C'olkge -
presentation of Stratcgem are 
drama students Ruth Dil'asquak 
as Lady Bountiful. Cheryl Moore 
as Mm. Sullen. Grant Goodeve as 
·-· 
Paul Simon in concert. Doesn't sound real, does South Amcrii:an quartet (formerly known as Los _. :r;'.~ ,_ 
1t? In Ithaca, of all places. But there he was, Jive Incas) that has worked with Simon several times\{/:-'."·.~_;:_, 
and in person at Cornell's Barton Hall, Friday previously (including Bridge and the two solo lpsl. };;::£:r,:,:;::;.:V·· 
night October I 9th, 197 3. And, while it's not even - El Conder Pasa, Duncan and The Boxer .,:',,;·':;. 
good trivia anymore, Paul rs somewhat of a highlighted this set. During part of the set. Simon' ' 
well-seasoned_ -veteran at this. He's. been giving relegated himself to the drum. allow111g the 
performances on and off professionally since foursome to solo on original numbers. 
J 957, when, at the age of fifteel!.,__he ..and Arthur- Following a short intermis~ion: Simon came 
Garfunkel, known collectively. at the time as Tom back, soloing once more. again for approximatl'ly 
Archer. Francisco laguerucla as 
A1mwell. 
Others in the large cast are 
David Allen, Richard Bloom, 
Matthew C'ohen. Janet Gwinner. 
Bill Ingram. Karen Kalensky. 
Marian lc-ahy. Greg Norgt'ot. 
Jamie Padnos. Katherine 
Pa11tzer. Joe Pedo10. Stewart 
Sdmeck. March Siegel. Fd Stone 
and Scott WallaCl' 
This production hJs het•n 
selected by 111/ Drama-Speech 
department as its entry in thl· 
American College Theatre 
Festival regional compet1t1on 
The entire show ha~ bet'n 
designed to trnvl'l.· 111 the event 
that visiting ,1udgt's seleL'I Ithaca 
College as st·1111-finalists. Ithaca 
has · played host to regiona I 
fmalists for the last two years 
A spedal preview of the play 
will be presented tor lht· Frit·nth 
of Ithaca College Sunday t Oc·l. 
281. and lhfl'l' pertor111,111n•, will 
he giVL'n during Parl'llls 
Weekend. Nov. 2 :rnd 3. 
photo hy georg~ 
and Jerry, had a "4it" with Hey Schoolgirl. (wenty minutes. The sound-system was flawle~s. as 
Thinking that, well, "it's been a long way down it was all night. and S11non sparkled. The 
rock 'n roll," and suddenly realizing that it's famihanty of Homeward Bound, Mrs. Robinson 
already been eight full years since Sounds of and Kodachrome brought audience approval to its 
Silence ·awakened us all ·to the talents of those peak levels. Something So Right. one of'.· the more, 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
$p,eit1/izin1_ in 
guys with the zonked-out names, (Is his-name persona, statements to come from_ Sun on, a 
really Garfunkel'!), I sat myself down to wait. To self-acknowledged pessimist. finished off this 
my great consternation, the mob had already particular phase. _ · 
descended on Barton Hall by 7:00 this night and Phase four of Simon's performance Fru.lay night 
my ~xalted press.-pass did me precious little good. featured the Jessie Dixon Singers. a $iX-piece,black 
The floor already well-covered withl,odies, I made jazz-soul gospel group consisting of a three girl 
my way to the bleachers set u.p at the right, finally t:horus, an organist, drummer and bass player. 
tationalizing that, well, the view from the first few From here on it was all "hits" for Simon. Bridge 
rows was not all that bad. of Troubled Waters was ~pill on e1lhcr side hy 
~hen everybody -finally got in, the place was Mother and Child Reunion and Sounds of Silence 
surely well packed-some 8,200. Paul Simon and two deeply religious gospel numbers by the. 
appeared promptly: at· eight, wearing a rather Dixon Singers. 
ext_ravagantly mod· outfit of white pants and The audienc~. a spirited bund1 ~f Paul Simon 
m::i~ch_ing suit coat. Starting us-off with Me and connoisseurs, had been relaying ~uggcstions to 
Julio Paul performed solo. for the first fifteen or Simon all night. And thus when Simon left the 
twerity minutes. stage following "Bridge,'' the stomping began. 
"A:11-vbody -here remember· the last time I was · Matches were lit and. sure enough, Paul 
here'?" Simon queried. The year was.I 968. A few reappeared, the Jessie Dixon Singers with him, for 
voices. A.smile comes across Paul's face-just what an encore- Like A Rocle. The process was repeated 
he wanted, He pauses a second, as if savoring th·e and·Paul came hack once again, alone this time, to 
111~111ent. "How come you're still here?" he perform America.Thus the Paul Simon concert 
q4~pped. Ah _yes,. Simon was in fine form thii, came to its heaut.iful, memorable and inevitable 
night..,. ... <;ontinuing to build a rapport witfl his close. A nearly flawless c.:oncert. a flawle~s sound 
audience; Simon demanded that· the Concert system, . and a classy performance hy a das~ 
Ccrmmission · '' ... send the security guards. out_ of performer- Patil Simon. Those that were there will 
here and let these kids j:>oogie," even though there never forget 1t. '· 
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Ithacan~s- ~ ORA.L ROBBER'S l.lVTERP'JEW 
A C 1:1:at with Housing Director D·ave ·tord · 
SAGA OF Tl-IA LORD 
And the lord , said unto the 
children of Ithaca Let there be 
housing 
(overcrowding, pet policies and 
the plague of flies) 
and it was so. 
and 1t was so. 
and he decreed the famine in the 
Sea (CMI) and he foretold the 
saga of plenty 
and there came to pass in the 
land of Ithaca, a union of Egbert 
·and they forsook the lord and 
ate dilling ham. 
and it was so. 
and the children of Ithaca came 
to know and fear the lord 
from "Tales of the Lord 
by the Last Straw" 
photos by bob 
On the third floor of Egbert Union the housing 
office r.; located. That's where we had the 
opportunity, this week, to meet with Dave Lord 
IC's Director of Hou~111g Operation~. ' 
Dave ~hared with u~ parts ot his hfe story and 
offered some of h1~ view~ on the IC housing 
~1tuat1on. One ot 111', most rewarding expcncnces 
wa; the m;tallatlOn ol the i.:ralt work ro·om in. 
dorm <>. lie shared ,ume ot hi; hopes t~r the 
luture and even went on to tanta;1ze about h1~ 
hope; for community 111volvement 111 dorm~. 
ITH: /\; a little h1I ol background. we'd hkc to 
know J litllt: hit about you, where you were 
brought up .. when: you went to ~chool. .. 
DAVE: My great career began 111 the city ol 
Detroit. wl11ch i~ when: I wa~ horn. I'm afraid I 
wa~ J prep ~chool star and I went to a small school 
very s11111lar to Ithaca College down in rlonda 
called Rollin~ C'olkge. It's a small liberal arts 
school--ahout 1,000 students, where I got a B.i\. in 
history and public affairs. I never really figured 
out wlwt I wanted to do 111 my whole first four 
years Ill ,colle~e. Finally, though, Ill my senior 
year, I decided to get a Masters degree in Bus111ess 
i\dministrat1on. 
ITH: Where did you go? 
DAVE: I went hack io Rollins for two year~ of 
graduate school. They had just set up a new 
husmess program, and I got my M;1sters degree in 
Business Administration. During my last year at 
Rollins, I served as Direi:tor of Men's Housing and 
Fraternity i\ffiars. And it was duririg that last year 
that I all of a sudden got into my mind, "Gee, 
with a business degree it might he fun to get into 
the college background." So throughout my last 
year at Rollins, I was involved with looking at 
combining the business world and the college field. 
I just kept saying that I really enjoyed the college 
field, and I want to get into it. I really say, that in 
college I was one of these students who majored in 
cxtra-curril:ular activities, because I got absolutely 
nothin!! out of the academic program. I didn't like 
!!Oing to das~es. hut I loved the extra-curricular 
act ivil ie~ ... 
1TH: Would you care to expand on that'! 
DAVE: Well. yeah. The thing~ I got into-well, 
there ':"en.' really two. One was that I was very 
al'l1Vl' 111 alhll'l11.:s. I was manager of all the athletic 
le~ m~--son:er. basket ha II. and hasebal~. I really 
en,10·1ed, you know, the whole sports scene. I was 
'.eally mvolved with that. But you also might be 
mterested m my sophomore year. I thought I 
would get mto the student newspaper, because 
tlll'y very much needed people to work on the 
~ta ff and--
lTH: I can't lllla!!llle th.it-
. DAVE: At the end of one year I allot a sudden 
found my~l'lr hem!! M.inagmg 1:-ditrn of the 
newspaper. 
1TH: Really? It's one of the thankless jobs. 
DAVE: Right! Finally, by my senior· year I 
could have been editor, but I just found that there 
wasn't- the time to do it. I enjoyed it. It was 
probably one of the biggest headache jobs I've ever 
had in my life, one of those time-consuming jobs. 
But I got a great deal out of it. You know, the 
constant hassles. 
ITH: Don't remmd us, Wednesday ,s fast, 
approach mg. 
DA VE: Sundays were usually nightmares. 
Sunday mghts we were beginning to put the paper 
together. Then the other thing, I was typical 
Joe-college; I was big in the fraternity scene. Down 
there the big thing was that the fraternities were 
very socially oriented, and I enjoyed not only the 
comradsh1p, but the parties. Going out in the 
orange groves and all that kind of stuff. In Florida 
the drinking age 1s 21, and it's a very strict state'. 
so down thcre--and you couldn't drink on 
campus-you had to go out and do it in the orange 
groves. 
1TH: Wonder if you ever ran into Anita 
Bryant..'! 
DAVE: Well, t~at was my very illustrious 
college career. 
1TH: How did you end up here'! 
DAVE: I decided I would definitely look for a 
job m college housing. I felt my business 
background was very much needed in any college 
personnel work. I also felt I had something 
· different to offer. So, I went to a conference in St. r . 
Louis, where they have all th~se people looking for 
workers come. I sat down at a table across from a 
tall man-Dean Brownr I interviewed with· him. 
Then I came up and visited Ithaca College that 
Spring and was completely impressed with the 
c,ampus. The place, in that year, was in a state of 
turmoil ( the housing was) and I saw a real 
opportunity to come in and really work from the 
bottom up. There was no way to go but up. Also 
the college was a nice size, I didn't want to go to a 
big _school. I was very impressed with the students. 
ITH: How about the changing climates? How 
did this affect you'! 
DA VE: Aloi of people can't figure out, how the 
devil, especially in January, I could · go from 
Orlando, Florida to Ithaca, New York. 
ITH: Have vou gotten used to the change'! 
. DAVE: It's u_~believable! That's probably why I 
hke to take ott every Thanksgiving .vacation for 
someplace like Jamaica. 
ITH: We've been hearing a great deal about 
future plans for the towers. Any living situation 
that sta~ks people, m our opinion, is asking for 
problems. · • 
Dave: There are two things that bother me about 
the Towers. One, I worry about our enrollment on 
cam us. Ever one sa s that in IO ears our. 
enrollment's goirig to go down. If we have to ·close 
one dormitory, b~cause of this, I'd say it would be 
t~e W~st Tower . .Tower dorms are no longer the 
big thmg on campus because of the concentration 
of students, noise factors--One thing I've wanted 
the college to do, is some serious questioning as to 
whether the towers could be used for anything 
other than a dormitory. Maybe as an office 
building, with a couple of floors as a conference 
area where people can stay; maybe .even a grocery 
store could be put in. The other thing is if we 
don't use the West Tower this way, say we have to 
do something to put it in good condition for 
,another 8 years; we're trying to think of other 
things to make it physically more desirable. Right 
now we're working on phase one of dorm 
renovations, and the areas being considered for 
that are the West Tower and the lower 5 quads. 
W_e're talking in terms of suites, expanded lounge 
areas, and maybe even moving lounge areas I 
think,, however, we'll probably go to an archit~ct 
and ask for suggestions that are feasible. 
1TH: How can someone become i~volved in 
these renovation plans? 
DA VE: Well, they're being handled right now 
througb the Housing and"Dining Committee. Ther~ 
are students on it now, but the meetings are open 
~nd a:nyon~ is welcome to attend. ·Once we get 
into 1t we 11 want to set up a committee of 
stu~ents _tp set up mock rooms_ and try them out. 
. We re gomg to want to get student input. 
Dave went on to express a desire for dorm 
invol_vement of faculty and administrators.- Some 
of his dreams include a bake-off, featuring among 
others; Dave Adorno, Shirley Hockett and Gus 
Perialas. He would also like to see administrators 
- as well as members of the Board of Trustees spend 
a week living on the floor of a dorm to see "jusi 
what dorm life is all about." ' 
_ Dave describes himself as a Sunday duffer with 
interests in sports and travelling. He admitted to 
being very interested in the TV-R area after· 
having recently been on the Andy Orgel sho~. -· 
He wants to ,:illeviate the discontentment of · ·, 
students due to things that need to be fixed. 
Stud~nts, he !eels, will be happier with phones, 
washing machmes a:11.d bathroom facilities in good 
working order. He wants students to think of him 
as a co-ordinator between these problems and 
Physical Plant. · · 
. Dave inf~rme~ u~ that the "hot" issue housing 
_1s _now _dealmg with _1s putting phones in rooms. He 
said t.hat once a concrete proposal is drawn it will 
be put forward to the students for input-probably 
through The Ithacan. · 
In summary Dave. feels that the real motto of 
the housing office- is to. "provide better services for· 
students." L h F .... ,'. ea ackos - -, 
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-'~~.Ru~~: bas it -that the Ithaca . · . These plans do call for several 
~µege-· Board':" of Trustees (in changes. Among them will be 
--~uncti~ with Walt Disney turning the:colored lights back 
P;roducti~ns) . have agreed upon on in the.· fountains on campus. 
~·-~mergency plan, should IC go . Next on 'the list· is lhe Towers. 
int? .the red. The plan was These concrete and.cinder block 
agreed upon after five years of monstrosities will be turned into 
intense negotiating between tlJ,e the ho110r houses. The Disney 
Board and the executive staff of staff was particularly impressed 
Disney. Productions. The by·the elevators in the Towers, 
~egotiations were preceded by which they· sighted as "such 
sue years of searching by the horrors to ride presently that no 
Disney staff until they finally additions will be needed." Plans 
found, what in their opinion, for Towers also -call for the 
was the perfect place for their thirteenth floor on each Tower 
new amusement park. The to be permanently hired to 
proposed location will be fn the throw out fire crackers at twelve 
heart of the Fingerlakes region. each night. Next in the plan is 
It w_ill be called Disney Country the Terraces, which can be 
and it will be located on the turned into a monorail system 
South Hill campus of Ithaca r~latively cheaply since they are 
College. The Disney staff sliding down the hill at present. 
decided on Ithaca College The only problem predicted 
because of the relatively minor would be to figure out how to 
architectural changes that will slide them back up the hill. But 
have to be made. Our rumor Disney engineers are confident 
reporter-snooper, Mike Hunt that a solution will be 
• taking a respit _from his roaming forthcoming. The plans go on to 
and roving·, was simply cite the ease with which the P.A. 
eavesdropping when he suddenly building may be turned into the 
heard a series of hot flashes Enchanted Castle since, "there 
reprinted h_ere for your . are so many people flying 
knowledge. . ar<_;>und there now," and," since 
~00~-GAUNTLm 
TRAVR 
• 
•INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
•EXCLUSfVEA,~ENTS FOR S.O.F.A.: .. 
•INTRA-El}ROIEAN FLIGHTS & TOURS 
273-3073 
207 N. AURORA ST. 
For the session starting Fall, 197 4, 
tbe European .Medical Students 
Placement Service, Inc. will assist 
qualified American students In 
PIiing adllUISlan to r.ecognized 
overseas medical schoals. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Since the language barrier constitutes 
the preponderate difficulty in succeed-
ing at. a foreign school, the Euromed 
program also includes an intensive 
ir-wee1t- medical and conversational 
language· course, mandatoiy for all 
students. Five-hours daily, tfle,course 
is given in the country where the st,. 
dent will attend medical school. 
In addition, the European Medical 
Students Pfacement Service provides 
stlldents with a 12 week intensive 
cultural orientation course, with Amer-
!can students now studying medicine 
•n that particular _country serving as 
counselors. 
Senior or 111Ckdte studats cunentlr 
enrolled ill • Amirfca 1111iwfflity ., 
ell1ible. to participate in Ille Euromld 
· 11roeni11 . ·-. -
For sppl/catlon and further 
· -/ntormaUon, phone · 
, (516) 746-~ 
orwnte. . 
EUROPEAN MEDICAL 
--- Pllclilllll Semel, , .. 
11111111C.-.,.... . 
....... ~,.11~ 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
', ;, ..:··: :•.,. _l~-~-· 
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it .~r~ady .h~ a ~oa~ of so~ts." ·. needec;l renovations. (five to ten 
Pl~ns are that_the upper.q~ads dolla'rs). -Finally, the 
will be t~rned mto ~n exhibit on administration building (to be 
slums·in_Amenca,- It has called "Job Land") will remain 
been de c 1 de d a ft er much the same except that real people 
reproduction of Hiroshima (after will be placed in it for the first 
the "A'~ Bomb) because of .the time. Unfortunately, this is the 
very nominal cost of doing the endc<>f the infor_mation we have 
been able to .uncover because of 
the sad fact that an 
administrator picked an 
inopportune moment to open 
the door, bashing our reporter 
(Mike Hunt) severely. However, 
with luck I'll be back next week 
in good form. 
'THE WORLD OF .LENNY BRUCE' 
Sat. Oct.27 
8:PM 
Ford Auditorium 
$1.50 
Sponsored by SAS 
Tt. llale Animal. 
We'know what you like. 
And we've got it f 
Leathe,-
·Coated. 
Take 
long 
to 
it smooth or rough ... 
or short. "Any way you 
like it, y&u're going 
like it. Starting with' 
the price-tags, which 
are modest. 
:. 
-: BANKAll[IIICARD 
··---·· 
• 
,, 
~-
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SPORTS 
THERE'S NO···PLACE 
LIKE HOME 
Wilkes ·came: back ·.passing,. , 
with. QB Greg Snydeileading rite / .. \ .- _ . :''., 
Coloneis to Ithaca's 20, hitting r;t:,.··.-',. · · · :.-,:~::·:.~". 
his ends perfectly.on third down ;\;j:)f '}:;)~·-"'~\. 
must passes. His next pass· was · · ·: ,~n"",;.:,:;;;~f 
· also caught, but this time his !(P"°'··.:ic_ 
receiver had on an enemy jersey .. 
. Gary Bucci, standing near. the 
goal line, beat the man he was -, 
By Dave Rives 
There seem~ to be something 
magical about South Hill field. 
covering and simply got ther~ 
first to pick it off. BuCCl· 
returned the ball 33 yeards to 
the Ithaca 33. Enter, Jerry 
Boyes. One play lat~r' Boyes was 
again on the sidelines. He ha~ 
just compieted a picture-perfect 
tough Bomber defense stopped 67 yard TD bomb to Bill Bryant. 
the Colonels on 4th and inches Ithaca thus assumed a 33-6 lead, 
at the r.c. 12, shutting the door and even Greg Snyder, who was . 
the rest of the way. throwing the football around as 
I.C. posted its sixth straight They say that strange things 
home field victory there last Sat. happen during half-time, and if 
there was ever a chance for a over invading Wilkes College. 
The visitors came in as I 4 - Wilkes comcbac~: it . occured 
point favorites. They left on the during_ the o?enmg minutes of 
d f l 'd d 39 6 the thud period. The Colonels, wrong en o a op-s1 e - . , 
f . l Th d f th · who thus far still hadn t gotten a 
if passing were goi~g out of 
style, couldn't do a thing. 
ma score. e e cat was e . . d · 
. . . first down rushing, recovere an 
~1fth m a row su'.fered by Wilkes I.C. fumble at Ithaca's 31 · yard 
m the series which finds Ithaca 1. Th d ve to the Ithaca 
. h 9 . t . . t 7 f me. ey ro -
Ithaca added one more score 
in the final minute of play as the 
reserve offensive gpt into the act 
driving 35~- yards under Fr?sh. 
Quarterback Frank Caufield. 
Soph. Steve Janas found the end 
zone from 2 yards out, as time They Can't 'Beat Our ladies 
w_i_t vic ones agams, or 12, but were stalled right there 
Wilkes. Th~ loss left the Colonels as they failed to make a first 
at 3-2, while Ithaca 1!1-ovcd ont! down on third and I and fourth 
st ep closer to 11 ~ tlurd and inches. That series was a 
consecutive winning season 
under Head. Coach Jim crucial one, as thelthacanswere 
Butterfield. The victors tallied paced by Boyes' rushing drove 
88 yards in 17 plays on their fir~t and were never checked, _as 
n c x t o ffens1ve series. Tom they led I 'J-6 at the hall. 
Following an offensive thrust hy Bryant capped the drive with a 
thr ~~ yard plunge. Howell Wilkes during the opening ~~ 
minutes ot the second half, a converted, making the scort! 
.. 26-6. 
ran out. 
This game was a different 
story ove;, last weeks nightmare 
in Springfield. "Our team spirit 
and hitting was superb," 
remarked Coach Butterfield. "It 
was a team effort all the way. We went in to make it a physical 
effort and it paid off for us." 
Ithaca's offensive unit has 
now massed 162 points in 5 
home games this year. They 
haven't lost on their home field 
since Bridgeport scored a 28-7 
win here last Oct. The Bombers 
face Bridgt!port this Sat. on the 
road, before hosting a tough 
C.W. Post squad on.Nov.~- They 
close out their season at Hobart 
the following week. 
"Bridgeport is one of the best 
small college teams around. We 
will have to really be up for this 
game," commented Coach 
Butterfield. 
"Being prepared for a game is 
a state of mind, both home and 
away," he remarked, "We can 
prepare ourselves on the road 
just as well." 
Coach Butterfield will take his 
team into what he feels will be 
their toughest game of the 
ALL ROADS ARE LEADING TO ·.;._~z:.: ~ Garrous· ~ ~ SALES AND SERVICE - · ~ 2lJEIMIRAl0 - "'-~l:l-6310 ~
_..- C90p1r C1111 lh11I Yiu lfld h,11 hmilf1 (n l1t1 llf•f"I' -- .,,, 
. ==:.::e5:Y 
ANNUAL SNOW TIRE SALE / 
PRICED to SELL B:~~-M. 
-----• 6:3DP.M. 
Cooper Wealher Master Premiur -Cooper M&S Sports 
~ Semperit Radial &- Bias Ply - Recaps - WHEo. !II. 
' C~oper Sup~r Traction Truck ~ 
.. _r _ _,_....,._ .....,..........._,.., ... -r-
-WHY WAIT- BUY NOW-LARGEST SELECTION 
IN OUR HISTORY-OUR -LOWEST PRICES EYER 
_ USE OUR FREE LAY-A-WAY PLAN I LET OUR TIRE EIPERTS HELP 10U SELECT THE RIGHT TIRES FOR YOUR CIR.I 
VALUABLE FREfiin-1 j REGlsitR fflrffif-1 
WITHEACHPAl~Of TIRESJ, ___ ,. · i 1- ll)tv~4Ll-
t SAVE JIE&IOEYffAVE\! r;;;SlU IISTIII rn ·t l YOOR- llRES IUIIED l1 11LLt11 I 1 Off OORA WHEELS 1 · EXPERllY!- : l-... --..-,.. .a; t ___ ....... ...__._. __ -.: 
~Eariolls'- _ ~ SAi.ES AND SERVICE - ~ 
233 ElMIIIA 10. . Pllone Al 3-6310 ~ • 
. Cooper-Cares About You-and You~ _f amify•s £n·Tn-,S~1tyt -
. . - . . . . . . ~ ' ". _1·:-~ 
.•.··.;·,,:·,'ho· 
By A.J. 
The Lady Ithacans of the net 
set remain undefeated by 
shutting out Syracllse last 
Wednesday; 7-0. Combining 
strength, · skill, speed, and 
endurance, Ithaca smashed 
Syracuse -;.,ff the court. 
In doubles competiti9n, 
seniors Pam Haines and Debbie 
Grunwald combined their talents 
to demolish S. Helft and N. 
Zellermoney, 6-0, 6-2. 1'ne other 
senior doubles team of Barb 
Schlosser and Karen Hornbostel 
swept their· opponents, c:-
Ferraro and C. Weixel off the· 
court, as indicated by the:r 
scores of 6-3, 6-1. Ithaca won all 
five singles- matches to _give them 
the!f 7-0 shutout. Sue Williams 
beat D. Fritsche, 6-3, 6-2. Sister 
Sally Williams bested S. Adler by , 
scores of 6-3, 7-6: Joan Reydel 
won her match, 6-2, 6-2, over E. 
Stovel. Freshman Marna Holmes 
continued her winning ways by 
beating J. Marks, 6-3, 6-1. Vjcki 
Poorvu added Ithaca's seventh 
and final point by trouncing L. 
Nelick, 7-6, 6-0. 
Last weekend Ithaca College 
was well represented at the 
Easterns, held at Princeton, by 
the leading doubles teams of-
seniors Pam Haines and Debbie 
Grunwald and freshmen _Sally 
and Sue Williams. Miss Haines 
and Miss Grunwald, seeded· third 
in the tournament, reached the 
semi-finals of the doubles 
competition·, which .included 
fifty three teams. The Williams' 
reached the quarter finals of the 
same competition. Pam and 
Debbie registered the following 
victories: Cook-Henkel (Trenton 
State), 6-4, 6-1 ;· 
Rentscher~Okanura (U. of 
Penn.), 6-4, 6-2; Gerrity-Gerrity 
(Vassar), 6-1, 6-1; and 
Jennings-Sitter (Princeton), 6-4, · 
6-3. They lost to Curran-Kickup 
(Princeton), 7-6, 6-4. Sally and 
Sue Williams reached the quarter 
_finals bi• beating: 
Dinkin-McCloskey (Lehman), 
6-2-1; Luhenstein-Davis (U. of 
Maryland), 6-3, 6-4; and 
Bun-Bradley (U. of Del.), 6-3, 
6-4, They were :eliminated by 
HandJen-Douglas ;(Mary 
Baldwin),-6-4, 64. : ~ ''" _ 
On·. -Monday afterpoon . the 
Lady Ithacans were visited -.by 
their cross-town rivals, Cornell. 
The ladies ros·e to the occasion 
and. beat the Redmen, 5-2. ln 
doubles competition, seniors 
continued on page 15 
I.C. Women Down Colgate 
r 
By A.l. 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Field Hockey Team notched 
their second win of the 1973 
season by brushing Colgate, 3-2 
and 5-0. 
In the first game, Ithaca had 
twenty five short corners, as 
compared to Colgate's two. The 
statistics .. of the second game-
showed Ithaca on top, sixteen to 
one. The big story ~of the game 
,,., 
~ • a ,.,• • 
' ' ·~,'' .~: .... _. • h' ·.~ ~ ••• t~:i:J~,:.!: ,:.. .. ~~ ..... , ~."'~·1 • :~.~.: r:~J~:1.,~ . .:;;;~~0;;:j:i~~t,:;~)t:: 
, . .,,,~ 
'· . 
Co-Captain Tom Blank says 
·· .. ·$0.CtER · - that except for·. two games·,_ . (Hobart and U.' o( ~ Ithaca's games have- been spotty,; both 
teams have· :bai:Ltheir turn of 
controlling the ?Jal!. 
~ .. ···.L .. 
. ;... 
IC travelled away . this 
By Patty Berger weekend only to be defeated by 
J and Cortland and Hartwick. Ithaca 
Helen Cheney . and Cortland played to a tie. of 
. - , 1-1 in the first half. Cortland 
Ithaca s .soccer team has been scored a second goal in the last 3 
ple!15e_d with .its l?_e_rf~rm~nc~ so · minutes of the game for a final 
far, this season. Ev_en though the score of 2-1. 
written record,. 15 4 -3·2 the IC lost to Hartwick on 
individual members of the team Tuesday, 1 but ·the players wer~ 
felt that they played good soccer satisfied with the way they 
even when ~efeated. . . played. Coach , McCormack 
Co-captain A:bby Al~uhailan thought it- was the best played· · 
feels that unlike most _other_ game so far this year but the loss 
teaµts, Ithaca does a good Job of came· "aue to Hartwick's 
passing the ball. The coach and exceptional background in 
playe~ feel that ~he team effort. soccer, and they overpowered 
has improved s1,11ce the first us Tom Blank turned in a fine 
game. · Inste~d of \~oarding the ga~e between the pipes and 
ball, the players , ~re more without -which the score would 
conscious of each other . a_nd have certainly been higher." 
there_fore have been more ~ilhng Abby Almuhailan states that 
to give up the ball. This has "soccer is not just a physical 
resulted i~ a more toget~er team contact sport. It takes 
a~d _they re_ very con.fident. of knowledge of where to put the 
wmnmg therr next 3 gam!!S. If ball to whom and at what time 
this happens ~he:e ~s a good _ it should be passed and knowing 
chance of an invitation to the · how hard the ball should be 
ECAC; kicked." 
-FRl.,~OVEMBER 9 AT 9PM 
, ITHACA COLLEGE 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT EGBERT UNION HALL AT ITHACA COLLEGE.. 
WILLARD STRAIGHT AT CORNELL. CORY UNION AT CORTLAND. 
MAYER'S SMOKE SHOP IN DOWNTOWN ITHACA. MIDTOWN RECORDS 
IN ITHACA. Produced 1n association w/ Ithaca Coll~e Bureau of Conoerts 
Jewelers 
·.:· 
~::' •, " 
·--..,.,,.:· 
,. . ~ " .'.,, ~.... '~- . . .. 
\ 
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This Satm:;day Ithaca will host 
RPI on Allen field at 2:00 pl.Jl. 
In past years, .. RPI has beaten 
fthaca by one point and the IC 
team feels that that won't l)e the 
case this year . 
This was the last h<>me game · 
for the seven seniors on the teamx 
for .Tuesd~y's game will be 
played at Lockhaven. These 
seniors -co-captains Nancy 
co_ntinued from page 14 1 ' 
Pam Haines anct Debbie 
Grunwald b~at C. Coulter and 
M. Benning, 6-0, 6-2. Barb 
Schlosser and Vicki Poorvu lost 
to S. Burnett -and S. Levene, 6-4, 
6-2, giving Cornell their first 
point of the afternoon. It took 
Cheryl Lanz and Patty Hermann 
three sets before they beat B. 
Sugarman and C. Miller, 6-7, 7-5, 
6-1. Sally Williams beat P. 
Graber, 6-4, 6.:3, and Marna 
Holmes swept past W. Zurn, 2-6, 
7-S, 6-0, in singles competition. 
The third and final point by 
Ithaca in this competition was 
notchetl by Joan REydel·, who 
beat R. Latner, 7-6, 5-7, 6-3. K. 
Kinsky beat Sue Williams 6-3, 
6-2, in a finely played match. 
The Lady lthacans will be 
shooting for an undefeated 
season when they travel to 
Colgate on Wednesday for ·their 
final match of the season. 
The class standing of the · 
players is well d,i~tributed which 
in turn meaqs.. that the team in 
future years will be as good as 
this years team. Goalie Tom 
Blank sees the future of soccer 
at IC as bright and building. 
FIE°LD HOCKEY 
continued from page 14 
. The five goals scored m tn'e 
second game by Ithaca . wer~ 
tallied by Eve Homburger, who 
made four, and Erica d'Elia,' who 
tallied ~ the fifth goal. Ellen 
Steege was tenacous on defense 
for the Lady Ithacans in her 
center halfback position. 
Buttler· and Sarah Montgomery, 
Janice Kirkpatrick, Pat Fabozzi, 
Cabby Bloss, Terry Palmer, and 
Bonnie Burgdorf-have indeed 
made Coach Doris Kostrinsl<y's 
job easier the past four seasons. 
The Lady Ithacans will travel 
to Cortland State on Friday and 
Satµrday in pursuit of the state 
championship. A · tremendous 
amount of pride and prestige 
will be carried with the team as 
they once again represent Ithaca 
College on and off of the playing 
field. If you want to see college 
'field hockey at its best, Ithaca's 
first game is scheduled for 
Friday, 9:30 A.M. against 
Colgate. 
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Eat and Drink Yourself Under the Table 
ALL FOR UNDER $ 7 
,. ·. 
' \.. '~ .... ~J..i,t,\,.\, 
..._._.:::"'----TURBACK'S~ 
------ ;) ~ Q_ ~-------utT 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y Res.: 2.72-648~· 
